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Rite Publishing © 2007 by Stephen D. Russell, Rite Publishing © 2016 Miranda N. Russell, Arkana Monte Cook Evolution Copyright © 2007 by Monte J. Cook. Open Gaming License Copyright © 2007 Wizards coast all rights reserved. Pathfinder and related marks and logos are trademarks
of PAizo Publishing, LLC, and are used under license. For more information paizo.com/pathfinderRPG about Pathfinder's role-playing game, visit paizo.com/pathfinderRPG more information. Rptools, Maptool and its various logos use the creative Commons license and are used here with
permission. Eric Wujcik's diceless role-playing games and related signs and logos are trademarks of Diceless Design Publishing, LLC, and are used under license. Learn more Eric Vujcik about Erick Wujcik's free role-delivery for most products. Indicated in the description, if there is no free
delivery All rite products are available in these wonderful e-commerce locations. In the company of dragons (Pathfinder role-playing game) you know you want to play a dragon! Not a semi dragon, not a humanoid reptile, but a DRAGON in your Pathfinder role-playing game! 422 backers
pledged $21,466 to help bring the project to life. Last updated November 21, 2017 May 20, 2015 - Jun 22, 2015 (33 days) ContentsAge CategoriesCombatAdditional Dragon Rules Subpages(Chromatic) Black(Chromatic) Blue(Chromatic) Green(Chromatic) Red(Chromatic) White(Imperial)
Forest(Imperial) Sea(Imperial) Sky(Imperial) Sovereign(Imperial) Underworld(Metallic) Brass(Metallic) Bronze(Metallic) Copper(Metallic) Gold(Metallic) Silver(Primal) Brine(Primal) Cloud(Primal) Crystal(Primal) Magma(Primal) UmbralDragon, CaveDragon, Cloud (3pp)Dragon,
DungeonDragon, FaerieDragon, GuardianDragon, MistDragon, MithralDragon, RiverDragon, SkincrawlerDragon, SmokeDragon, Wrath True dragons are divided into four broad categories: chromatic, Imperial, metallic, and primal. Chromatic dragons (black, blue, green, red, white) are
almost universally evil, seeking only to quench their endless thirst for food, treasures and bloodshed. Imperial dragons (forest, sea, sky, sovereign, underworld) are regal custodians of ancient lands and servants of cosmic equilibrium. Metal dragons (brass, bronze, copper, gold, silver) are
usually good and often protect the land under their tutelage. Primary dragons (brine, cloud, crystal, magma, umbal) are powerful creatures that come from elementary planes and plane of shadows. Additional types of dragons from third-party publishers (3pp) are presented below as well.
They are generally not covered by one of the four traditional types, so they are presented separately. They are marked with a category of 3PP. Dragons from the third-party publishers of Frog God game Tom Horror Full are listed with TOHC. Many abilities of a true dragon, attack and other
statistics improve as as the dragon gets older. These increases are divided into 12 age categories - as the dragon ages, its basic statistics vary, as noted on the Dragon Age categories. Table: Dragon Age Age Category in Years CR Size Hit Bones Natural Armor Breathing Weapons ×1
Wyrmling 0-5 Base Base 2 Very Young 6-15 Base 4 Base No. 2 Base No. 4 Base 6 Base × 3 4 Juvenile 26-50 Base No. 2 Base 6 Base 9 Base × 4 5 Young Adults 51-100 Base No. 12 Base Base No. 12 Base × 5 6 Adult 101-200 Base No. 8 Base No. 3 Base 10 Base 15 Base × 6 7
Mature Adult 201st 400 Base No. 9 Base - 3 Base - 12 Base - 18 Base × 7 8 Old Base 401-600 - 11 Base - 4 Base - 14 Base 21 Base × 8 9 Very Old Base 601-800 - 12 Base - 4 Base - 16 Base - 24 Base × 9 10 Ancient 801 1000 Base - 13 Base - 4 Base - 18 Base - 27 Base × 10 11
Wyrm 1,001-1,200 Base No. 14 Base No. 4 Base No. 20 Base 30 Base × 11 12 Great wyrm 1.201 Base No. 16 Base No. 5 Base No. 22 Base No. 33 Base × 12 Age Category: This is the name of the age category. Age in years: This is the real age of the dragon. CR: This column changes
the base of the CR dragon. Size: This shows how many categories of sizes by which to increase the base size of the dragon, depending on its age (from tiny to small, small and medium, and so on). A true dragon does not receive standard increases to the ability to score when it reaches a
larger size, instead, true dragons get the ability to score increases depending on their age category, as indicated on the dragon's ability table. Hit the Bone: This shows how much extra Heath Bone Dragon benefits over its Base Heath Bone as it grows. Increases hit dice to provide extra hit
points, feats, and skill ranks, as well as increase the base bonus of the dragon attack and base save bonuses. Dragons have skill ranks equal to 6 - their modifier of intelligence on Hit Die. The increased ability of the dragon to score the ability to receive Hit Dice is included in the overall
ability score increases (see the Dragon Ability Points table). Natural Armor: This shows how much the dragon base of natural armor bonus increases with each age category. Breathing Weapons: Each dragon has a breathing weapon (see Fight) that inflicts a basic amount of damage. This
multiplier increases the number of damage bones caused by the dragon's breathing weapon. For example, a mature adult dragon with a basic breathing weapon that deals 2d6 acid damage will deal with 14d6 acid damage (due to ×7 multiplier). Table: Dragon Ability Score Age Category Str
Dex Con Int Wis Chr 1 Wirmling Base Base 2 Very Young Base - 4 Base - 2 Base No 2 Base - 2 Base - 2 Base - 2 Base 2 3 Young Base - 8 Base - 2 Base - 4 Base 2 Base No. 2 Base No. 2 4 Base for Minors - 10 Base - 2 Base - 6 Base - 4 Base - 4 Base - 4 Base for Young Adults - 12
Base - 4 Base - 6 Base - 4 Base - 4 Base - 4 Base - 4 6 Adult Base No. 14 Base - 4 Base No. 8 Base 6 Base 6 Base 6 7 Mature Adult Base - 16 Base - 4 Base - 8 Base - 6 Base - 6 Base - 6 8 Old Base - Base - 6 Base No. 10 Base No. 8 Base No. 8 Base 8 9 Very Old Base - 20 Base - 6
Base - 10 Base - 8 Base - 8 Base - 8 10 Ancient Base - 22 Base - 6 6 12 Base - 10 Base - 10 Base - 10 11 Base Virma - 24 Base - 8 Base - 12 Base - 10 Base - 10 Base - 10 12 Great Base Wyrm 6 Base - 8 Base No. 14 Base No. 12 Base No. 12 Base 12 Base 12 Fight Dragon Attacks
and Speed List Of Attacks Dragon Can Use and Damage, which it strikes (the dash indicates that a dragon of this size does not possess that natural attack). Other abilities described here are obtained by dragons when they reach a certain age category. Table: Dragon Attack and Speed
Size Fly Speed (man.) 1 Bite 2 Claws Gore 2 Wings 1 Tail Slap 1 Crush 1 Tail Swp. Breath Of the Weapon Line Cone Tiny 100 feet (avg.) 1d4 1d3 - -- - - - - - - - 30 15 small 150 feet (avg.) 1d6 1d4 - - - - - 40 20 Average 150 feet. (avg.) 1d8 1d6 1d6 1d4 - - - 60 30 Big 200 feet (poor) 2d6
1d8 1d8 1d6 1d8 - - 80 40 Huge 200 feet. (poor) 2d8 2d6 2d6 1d8 2d6 2d8 - 100 50 Gargantuan 250ft (clumsy) 4d6 2d8 2d8 2d6 2d8 4d6 2 dd6 2d 6 120 60 Colossal 250 ft (clumsy) 4d8 4d6 4d6 2d8 4d8 4d8 2d8 140 70 Flight speed: Dragon's flight speed increases as indicated Depending
on its size. Bite: This is a major attack that causes specified damage plus 1-1/2 times the dragon's power bonus (even if it has more than one attack). The dragon bite attack reached as if the creature was one size category larger (10 feet for colossal dragons). Claws: These primary
transaction attacks are the specified damage plus the power of the dragon bonus. Gore: Because they are wingless, medium and large imperial dragons make blood attacks with their horns instead of wing attacks. Gore is the main attack that inflicts the specified damage plus 1-1/2 times the
bonus strength of the dragon. The attack of the imperial dragon reached as if the creature were one category size larger (10 feet for colossal dragons). Wings: The dragon can flap enemies with its wings, even during flight. Wing attacks are secondary attacks that cause specified damage
plus 1/2 of the Dragon Force bonus. Tail Slap: The dragon can slap one enemy each round with its tail. The tail slaps a secondary attack that causes specified damage plus 1-1/2 times the power of the dragon's bonus (this is an exception to the usual secondary attack rules). Crush (Ex):
Flying or bouncing Huge or larger dragon can land on enemies as a standard action, using your entire body to crush them. Crush attacks are only effective against opponents three or more sizes smaller than the dragon. The crush attack affects as many creatures as it fits in the dragon's
space. Creatures in the affected area must succeed on Reflex Save (DC equals dragon breath weapon) or be pinned by automatically taking baton damage during the next round if the dragon moves away from them. If the dragon decides to keep the pin, he must succeed in checking the
combat maneuver as usual. Pinned enemies cause damage from the stampede every round, if they do not run away. Attack of the stampede specified damage plus 1-1/2 times the dragon's power bonus. Tail Sweep (Ex): This allows Gargantuan or or or The dragon is swept by the tail as a



standard action. The sweep affects a semicircle with a radius of 30 feet (or 40 feet for the Colossal Dragon), extending from the intersection at the edge of the dragon's space in any direction. Creatures within the swept area suffer if they are four or more sizes smaller than a dragon. The tail
sweep automatically causes the specified damage plus 1-1/2 times the dragon's power bonus (round down). The affected creatures may try reflex saves to take half the damage (DC equals that of the dragon's breath weapon). Breathing Weapons (Su): Using a weapon of breath is a
standard action. The dragon can use his weapon breathing once in 1d4 rounds, even if he possesses more than one weapon of breath. The breathing weapon always begins at the crossroads adjacent to the dragon and extends in the direction of the dragon's choice. Breathing weapons
come in two shapes, lines and cones, the areas of which vary depending on the size of the dragon. If the breathing weapon is damaging, those caught in the area may try to reflex saves to take half the damage. Save DC vs. Breathing Weapon is a 10th 1/2 Dragon HD and Dragon Con
Modifier. Keeps from various breathing weapons to use the same DC; the type of saving throw is marked in various descriptions. The dragon can use his breathing weapon when he is struggling or struggling. Extra Dragon Rules Dragon Senses (Ex): Dragons have darkvision 120 feet and
blindsense 60 feet. They see four times as much as a person in dim light and twice as much in normal light. Scary Presence (Ex): The terrifying presence of a dragon has a range of 30 feet × age category of the dragon, but otherwise features as detailed in Universal Monster Rules. Spells:
The Dragon knows and casts secret spells like the level sorcerer specified in his specific description. The level of its charmer depends on its age, as shown for each type. Spell-Like Abilities: The dragon charmer level for his mesmerizing abilities is equal to his total Hit Dice. Reducing
damage: Dragons get damage reduction as they age, as indicated on each dragon's specific record. Their natural weapons are seen as magical weapons in order to overcome damage reduction. Immunity (Ex): Every dragon is immune to sleep and paralysis. In addition, the dragon is
immune to one or two additional forms of attack regardless of his age, as in his description. Resistance to spells (Ex): As dragons get older, they become more resistant to spells and mesmerizing abilities, as indicated in the dragon's descriptions. The dragon's SR is 11 and its CR. Cr.
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